
Diamond Guitars’ philosophy is to represent 

worldclass, innovative and independent 

guitarbuilders and connect them with players that 

love and support the art and craft of handmade 

guitars. The goal is to inspire and learn 

from each other. We work with builders that

offer the world's finest instruments. They are able 

to build guitars to custom specifications and 

willing to help us with advice on maintenance 

and repair of the instruments. Our expertise 

combined with  knowledge and experience of the 

luthiers will  help you find your dream guitar! 

Our philosofy

ROZAWOOD
DIAMOND-28

stationsstraat 2  susteren
po box 72   6114 zh  susteren
the netherlands  +31(0) 46 449 7124
www.diamondguitars.nl

buy - sell - trade - consign - valuate - repair

reïncarnation
of a legend



 Brazilian Rosewood
 Cuban Mahogany
 East Indian Rosewood
 Madagscar Rosewood
 Body style (D,OM,OOO)
 Nut width 
 Pickguard (various choices)

 80 years old Alpine Spuce
 Fossil Ivory nut, saddle and bridgepins
 Brazilian fretboard, headplate and bridge
 Heringbone purfling
 Abalone Rose at 12th fret
 Hand engraved gold Waverly tuners
 Zipper backstrip
 Cream coloured Hiscox case

In 1934 the Martin Guitar Company officially offered

the D–28 with the 14–fret neck. This D-model is the

world’s most successful acoustic guitar.

Diamond Guitars’  interpretation is handbuild by master 

luthier Roman Zajicek. We named her Diamond-28.

She is all about world class craftsmanship, artistic power, 

mastergrade woods, great tone, smooth playability and a 

beautiful body. And to complete this special edition we 

crowned her with a genuine diamond on the headstock! 

Check out her creation at www.diamondguitars.eu and 

Roman Zajicek’s Rozawood at www.rozawood.cz

Custom options

Features 

Diamond Guitars recreates                          the 1934 D-model

(MSRP starts at € 4.305,- excluding VAT
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